Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an analytical tool to determine the structure of chemical compounds. Unlike other spectroscopic methods, signals recorded using NMR spectrometers are frequently in a range of zero to 20000 Hz, making direct playback possible. As each type of molecule has, based on its structural features, distinct and predictable features in its NMR spectra, NMR data sonification can be used to create auditory 'fingerprints' of molecules. This paper describes the methodology of NMR data sonification of the nuclei nitrogen, phosphorous, and oxygen and analyses the sonification products of DNA and protein NMR data. The paper introduces On the Extinction of a Species, an acousmatic music composition combining NMR data sonification and voice narration. Ideas developed in electroacoustic composition, such as acousmatic storytelling and sound-based narration are presented and investigated for their use in sonification-based creative works.
INTRODUCTION
Spectroscopy is a field of research that analyses the interactions of electromagnetic waves and physical matter [1] . It is used to examine the molecular structure, bonding strengths, energy level distribution, compound weight, and many other factors of chemical compounds. Sonification of spectroscopic data has been used in scientific research to determine quantum coupling in oscillating atoms [2] or to perceptualize the properties of subatomic particles [3] . In a musical context, infra-red spectroscopy data have been used to create microtonal musical scales [4] and have been sonified for the exploration of new sonorities [5] [6] . The focus of this paper is the sonification of NMR data, with sections 1.1 and 1.2 detailing the basis of NMR spectroscopy and the use of NMR data sonification in science and art, respectively. The second part of the paper is concerned with the presentation and the aesthetics of the sounds created. This paper explores the use of narration as key to support sonification and examines strategies developed in acousmatic music compositions, including acousmatic storytelling and sound-texture-based narration for their use in sonificationbased compositions. The acousmatic work On the Extinction of a Species is discussed as a case study in chapter 3.2.
An introduction to NMR spectroscopy
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy examines the resonance frequencies of magnetic nuclei observable under strong magnetic fields. Subjected to a magnetic field, each type of magnetic nucleus resonates at a characteristic frequency, its resonance frequency. Nuclei will derivate from this resonance frequency, depending on the other nuclei it is bound to. This derivation is known as chemical shift and is typically recorded relative to the resonance frequency in parts per million (ppm). Depending on the chemical compound's structure, the resonance of a nucleus can split further into sets of resonances (figure 1), so-called splitting patterns. The resonance frequencies of a chemical compound, their chemical shift, and its resonance splitting patterns are highly indicative of a compound's chemical structure, making NMR spectroscopy one of the most valuable and most used tools in organic chemistry structure elucidation and validation. As a simple analogy, a chemical compound can be thought of as a guitar string, which, by itself, is silent. Only when this string is fixed onto a guitar and plucked (analogous to subjecting a chemical to a strong magnetic field and exciting it with a radio pulse) a signal is emitted. In the case of the guitar string, this signal is a mechanical wave. In NMR spectroscopy an electromagnetic signal, also known as free induction decay, or FID, is recorded (figure 2). The FID is Fourier transformed and plotted as an NMR spectrum. Displayed using DOSYToolbox [7] . Data taken from [8] .
NMR sonification in science and art
The chemical shifts in an NMR spectrum are conventionally displayed in parts per million but can be converted to frequencies values using (1) , where f is the chemical shift in hertz, δ the chemical shift in parts per million, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the examined nuclei and B0 is the strength of the external magnetic field.
(1)
A feature of NMR spectra is that chemical shifts of a great number of different types of nuclei tend to lie in the range of zero to 20000 hertz, making NMR data an ideal candidate for audification. The audification of NMR data was sporadically used in analytical laboratories in the 1970s, as listening to the reference sample's pitch before an experiment was a fast way to check that the NMR machine was calibrated correctly [9] . As computing power increased, this tuning process was relegated to computer algorithms and the sound modules were eventually removed. In 2015, a program that sonified NMR data for analysis purposes was released [10] , and its efficacy evaluated using simple NMR spectra.
The use of NMR data in an art-science context has only recently been explored, with the incorporation of audified NMR data into electroacoustic music compositions [11] [12] . It has been shown that NMR sonification is not only a source of new musical timbres, but it can be used as an auditory indicator of inter-molecular interactions in virtual reality art installations [13] . The use of hydrogen-1 and carbon-13 NMR data for sonification has been examined elsewhere [11] and is well suited to display structural features of small molecules as sound. It is less suited for the display of structural features of molecules with only a small number of carbon or hydrogen atoms present, such as amino acids, organophosphates or nucleotides, and their macromolecular counterparts, such as proteins and DNA strands. This paper expands the usage of NMR sonification by examining the sonification products of the NMR-active nuclei of three atoms commonly found in these organic compounds: nitrogen, phosphorous, and oxygen.
NMR DATA SONIFICATION
NMR data can be sonified using a variety of methodologies, including audification, additive synthesis, FM synthesis, or model-based synthesis. The sonification methodology employed here is based on the additive synthesis of NMR data (see figure 3 ). 
15N and 14N NMR
Nitrogen, together with carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and phosphorous, is one of the most commonly found elements in organic matter. Nitrogen is a core component of nucleic acids and amino acids and macromolecular structures such as DNA, RNA, and proteins. Two different isotopes, nitrogen-14, and nitrogen-15, are used in NMR spectroscopy. Unlike nitrogen-15, nitrogen-14 is a quadrupolar nucleus. Subjected to a magnetic field, a quadrupolar nuclei does not split into two magnetic orientations, but more. A nitrogen-14 nucleus has three possible orientations in a magnetic field. This means that instead of a single signal peak, nitrogen-14 will split into at least two signals. In 15N and 14N NMR, most signals lie in the range of zero to eight kHz for amines and amides and 10 -25 kHz for aromatic rings. The decay time of each nucleus ranges from 0.1 seconds to 3 seconds depending on its bonding partners, with tertiary nitrogen (that is, nitrogen bound to only carbon atoms) generally having longer decay times [14] . Nitrogen atoms tend to be less common in organic molecules compared to hydrogen or carbon. This means that 15N NMR spectra of small molecules, such as amino acids, often only contain one or two nitrogen signals (figure 4). As the nitrogen quantity for small molecules is low, 15N NMR can be used for the analysis and structure validation of macromolecules, such as DNA or proteins (figure 5), by comparing measured 15N NMR spectra to computer predictions. Sonification results of DNA bases contain a mix of high and mid-frequency content. Adenine, Guanine, and Cytosine contain an amine group resulting in a sharp triplet peak around 3 to 4 kHz when measured under a magnetic field of 11.7 Tesla, a magnetic field strength commonly used for NMR analysis. All DNA bases exhibit signals around 7 to 10 kHz due to their pyrimidine-type structural features, with Adenine and Guanine exhibiting additional resonances around 6 kHz. Sonification results of DNA bases contain a mix of high and mid-frequency content. Adenine, Guanine, and Cytosine contain an amine group resulting in a sharp triplet peak around 3 to 4 kHz when measured under a magnetic field of 11.7 Tesla, a magnetic field strength commonly used for NMR analysis. All DNA bases exhibit signals around 7 to 10 kHz due to their pyrimidine-type structural features, with Adenine and Guanine exhibiting additional resonances around 6 kHz. Due to chemical factors, not all resonance can be resolved as sharp peaks, leading some peaks to sound closer to band-pass filtered noise. The final timbre of 15N NMR sonification of DNA nucleotides is the sum of these noise bands, sharp peaks, and oscillating triplet patterns. DNA and RNA, being a sequence of a high number of DNA bases, exhibit similar resonance patterns as singular DNA nucleotides, however, each DNA nucleotide in a DNA sequence will have slight derivations of its resonance frequencies due to its chemical environment, leading to highly dense peak clusters (figure 5). 15N NMR spectra of proteins can be sonified, as well. In a protein, most nitrogen will be bound in the form of amides resonating in dense frequency clusters in a range of 5.5 to 6.5 kHz (figure 6).
31P NMR
The NMR active isotope of phosphorous is phosphorous-31. 31P NMR typically returns frequency peaks in the range of up to 1 kHz for phosphates and up to 10 kHz for phosphines and phosphine oxide with decay times of up to 230 milliseconds (figure 7). Phosphorous is incorporated into a small percentage of organic structures of which ADP, ATP and the sugar backbone of DNA and RNA are the most common. Due to their inharmonic low-frequency resonances, sonification products of 31P NMR resemble the sound of metallic bells. Unlike 15N or 1H NMR spectra, features such as frequency clusters or sound wave pulsing of split peaks is less common in 31P NMR. Peak patterns of 31P NMR resemble more closely 13C NMR peak patterns, albeit at lower frequencies. 
17O NMR
Like nitrogen-14, oxygen-17 is another quadrupolar nucleus with multiple resonance frequencies. Due to its nuclear composition, under a magnetic field, oxygen-17's spin states will occupy 6 distinct energy levels, leading to five resonances when examined via NMR spectroscopy. 17O NMR is used comparatively little due to the low natural abundance of oxygen-17 and its fast FID decay time of only 20 milliseconds, leading to broad NMR peaks. It is, however, useful for examining biochemical systems as well for the investigation of structural and dynamic features of organic and metal-organic compounds [18] . Sonification of 17O NMR data predominantly yields noise-based textures with broad peaks occupying frequency ranges of zero to 4 kHz for esters and hydroxyl groups and between 13 and 15 kHz for carboxylic functional groups.
Data Sources
The 
NMR SONIFICATION IN ACOUSMATIC MUSIC COMPOSITION
Acousmatic music is a form of electroacoustic music that is presented using loudspeakers only. Acousmatic composition focuses on the gestural, textural, and spatial development of sound material [24] , exploring sound creation and structuring processes beyond harmony, pitch, or meter [25] [26] . A number of acousmatic compositions based on NMR data have been composed [12] . In these compositions, NMR data have been used for purely aesthetic purposes, to create and experiment with these data-based timbres and their impact on compositional procedures. NMR data have also been implemented as auditory information on molecular states for 3D molecular representations in virtual reality [13] . One of the biggest challenges for the deployment of NMR data sonification in music and sound art is the abstract nature of NMR data [13] , making it hard for the audience to link the sounds heard to the underlying data. However, this link between data and sonification-based sound material is important for art and music-based works, as it has been noted for various art installations that the audience gains a deeper appreciation of the artwork when the link between data and audio-visual spectacle is clear [27] . In those cases, the audience can perceive science-based installations as "science and not art" [28] resulting in a shift in interaction and appreciation depending on the individual's preconceived notions of science [29] . Various pieces based on NMR-data have tried to supply the missing information in a variety of formats, including program notes, videos, workshops, talks, or interactive environments [12] . Another possibility, discussed in the following section, is the supply of necessary information via a hybrid drama of oral narration and acousmatic composition.
Acousmatic storytelling, narration, and sonification
Acousmatic storytelling is defined by Amelides as a combination of an acousmatic sound world with a voice narration [30] . The aim of music pieces based on acousmatic storytelling is not the exploration of sound transformations in space and time, as it is usual for acousmatic compositions, but the creation of a narrated sound world 'closer to human experience' [30] , to contextualize and present cultural information and human experiences [30] . Examples of acousmatic storytelling are, H. Westernkamp's Kit's Beach Soundwalk or L. Ferrari's Far-West News. By combining abstract and referential sounds with a spoken narrative, Amelides argues, acousmatic storytelling can be utilized as a vehicle for historical presentation [30] , as a way to transform private meaning into public meaning [31] or to present a personalised story. The narrator in an acousmatic piece can take many forms, from passive omniscient observers to real or fictional characters, recounting (or trying to remember) first-hand experiences [32] . Voice narration arcs are often created from assembling pieces of recorded interviews and can combine multiple different points of view (e.g. the same moments recounted by a son and his mother) to form a full narrative. The reoccurrence of narrators can, in those cases, act as leitmotifs [33] . Other sound materials used in acousmatic storytelling are predominately field recordings, archival sound material and cultural sound icons (e.g. musical quotations of national anthems or the sound of church bells) [30] , each being able to create their own independent nonvocal narratives [34] . The combination of voice narration, field recordings, abstract sound and their subsequent transformation in time creates a multilayered story. It falls to the listener to combine the parallel streams of narration to create a multifaceted representation of events described in the acousmatic piece. A process that engages the listener to interact with the acousmatic piece more closely. Amelides argues that as acousmatic storytelling is less abstract than pure acousmatic composition, a wider audience is reached [30] . Principles of acousmatic composition have been proposed as guidance to increase the communicative and aesthetic properties of sonification work [35] [36] . Acousmatic storytelling, with its focus on the contextualisation of information, the creation of shared stories and the use of acousmatic sound material to support information delivery, can be a valuable contribution to the discourse on sonification aesthetics. On the Extinction of a Species, described in the following section, is an exploration of such a combination of acousmatic storytelling and sonification.
On the Extinction of a Species
On the Extinction of a Species [37] is a 23-minute, 7.1 channel, acousmatic composition that combines voice narration, field recordings, analog synthesis and sound material created from the sonification of NMR data. The structure of the piece follows events surrounding the demise and potential resurrection of the passenger pigeon (table 1  and figure 8 ). The first section of the piece depicts a time where billions of pigeons roamed North America, using the sound of pigeons taking flight and pigeon calls as cultural sound icons complimented by a stable harmonic sound texture. Figure 8 : Structure of On the Extinction of a Species and its relation to referenced events. Sound material is abbreviated as follows: V -voice narration, Bird -sound of pigeon calls and birds taking flight, Harmonic Texture -Tonal music texture employed in section 1, T2 -noise-based sound texture, FR -field recording, DNA -sound material based on the sonification of DNA sequences of the passenger pigeon. Sound materials with the index (t) are sounds that were transformed based on the sound source indicated, e.g. V(t) is sound material created by the transformation of sound type V. Graphic adopted from [12] . Section 2 guides the listener through the industrial revolution and the extinction of the species in the late 18th century, using abstract noise-based sound textures reminiscent of an industrial landscape. Section 3 represents the 'now time', a bleak field recording of a noisy city soundscape. The fourth section of the piece envisions a future for the pigeon where its DNA is restored from preserved samples using genome sequencing, inspired by the real-world endeavors of 'Revive and Restore' [38] . The fifth section sees the story to its conclusion re-introducing and transforming sound material from the previous sections. The piece is narrated by a fictional character, an artificial intelligence which is tasked with the retrieval, storage, and presentation of all data relating to extinct species. It addresses the audience directly and recounts the life of the passenger pigeon accompanied by the sound material previously described. In section 4, a key section of the piece, the AI decides to sequence the genome of the passenger pigeon from incomplete DNA data to create a virtual passenger pigeon, alive in digital eternity. Inspired by the project 'Revive and Restore', the AI musically 'processes' sequences of DNA strands to complete the analysis of the passenger pigeon's genome. The section is an homage to Hayashi and Munakata's sonification experiments in which DNA bases were assigned midi notes to find patterns in DNA sequences [39] . However, in the piece, DNA bases are not assigned to musical notes but are represented by the sound based on the sonification of NMR data of DNA nucleotides. The voice narration links the sounds heard to their data origin, by calling out the name of each DNA nucleotide when its NMR-based sound is heard for the first time. Using voice narration, this section introduces data as part of its narrative arc. Section 5 continues to present DNA-based sound material and voice narration as main driving forces of the composition, however, both voice and sonification-based sound materials are being heavily transformed approaching the conclusion of the piece. The voice narration becomes erratic and the voice itself sporadically transforms into bird song. The sonified DNA sequences jump erratically in pitch, playback speed, and continuity. Using these sound transformations, this section aims to break down the clear distinction of voice narration and acousmatic sound world, merging both to symbolize the breakdown of the AI narrator.
During the composition of the piece, a compositional conflict arose from the divergence of the story told by the narrator and the "data story" of NMR sonification, the data story being the influence of the nucleotide's structure on the sound characteristics of the NMR-based sound. As NMR sonification is not explained as part of the narration, the audience has no way of knowing if and what sonification methodologies have been employed to produce these sounds, reducing the merit of NMR-based sounds in this context to their aesthetic features. With On the Extinction of a Species' focus on telling the story of the demise of passenger pigeon, the data story inherent to NMR sonification had to be omitted.
CONCLUSION
A methodology for the audification of 14N, 15N, 17O and 31P NMR data is presented and possible sonification products of DNA, RNA and protein sequences are characterized. The combined efficacy of acousmatic storytelling and NMR sonification for the presentation of data as part of a fictional story was explored using the acousmatic piece On the Extinction of a Species. By means of a spoken narrative, field recordings, cultural sounds, abstract and sonification-based sounds, a multilayered narrative was created.
On the Extinction of a Species is only an initial exploration in the combination of sonification and acousmatic storytelling and proposed future work includes the investigation of acousmatic storytelling in a more sonification-focused context, using data stories as a focal point for voice narration and the design of the acousmatic sound world.
